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Priority is a unique electronic payments 

company that offers highly scalable and 

remarkably flexible payments technologies 

built to be exceptionally responsive to 

market needs.
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It is said that our past is the architect of our present. At Priority Payment Systems we are 

building a transitional foundation to architect the future of Merchant acquiring. Our mission is to 

transform the expectation of Merchant services by delivering a suite of turn-key, elegant and 

compelling MERCHANT SOLUTIONS to businesses worldwide.

The past decade has been marked by unprecedented growth in technology innovation yet, 

Merchant services are largely as they were at the beginning of the century. The payments industry 

has provided little leadership to innovate Merchant services and as a result unsatisfied Merchants 

are looking for answers elsewhere. Modern Merchants understand that they need more than just 

payment services to fulfill their goals. They require fulsome integrated solutions that lessen - or 

outright remove - the encumbrances of legacy workflows. It is incumbent upon us to offer more than 

mere Merchant services. We must deliver genuine MERCHANT SOLUTIONS that every business 

needs to thrive – STRONGER core payment systems, SMARTER consumer engagement strategies, 

and FASTER access to capital.

How do we do it? First, we start with an open cloud platform, designed to share, analyze and 

communicate information between all systems and users in a Merchant's commerce environment.  

We call this platform MX Merchant™. Second, we add innovative teams of payment experts and 

integrate them directly into the MX environment. This combination of shared access to real-time 

information along with expert consultation creates an ecosystem of thought and creativity that is 

foundational to our mission of delivering the PREMIER MERCHANT SOLUTIONS BRAND.

The RESULTS - You’ll discover them in the 2016 Product Guide, which showcases our focused 

suite of solutions that are ubiquitous to all Merchants. Including MX Merchant™ (core payments), 

MX Insights™ (customer intelligence), MX Invoice™ (service engagement and B2B), MX Retail™ 

(point of sale), MX Developer™ (APIs and data) and our Merchant financing options, as well as our 

industry-focused solutions for healthcare (MX Medical™), e-commerce (MX Storefront™) and 

Hospitality (e|tab mobile ordering).

At Priority it is not enough to provide Merchant services. WE DELIVER MERCHANT SOLUTIONS.

ARCHITECTING THE FUTURE OF 
MERCHANT PAYMENT SOLUTIONS
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THE EVOLVING
PAYMENTS 
LANDSCAPE
Electronic payments and consumer adoption continue to transform the payments landscape. 

What are the key drivers? Simple. Technology and product innovation. 

Money is now digital and consumers are demanding better, more convenient and secure ways to 

make (and take) payments. This market shift greatly affects how Merchants accept payments for 

purchases at physical stores, as well as how consumers are interacting with Merchants to select 

and pay for their products.

There is no denying that electronic payments continue to surpass paper-based payment 

methods for today's customers. As such, traditional payment processing is being augmented by 

technologies designed to leverage cloud-based services and mobile devices that add additional 

value for consumers and Merchants.

Priority continues to deliver excellence by offering remarkably flexible payments technologies and a 

diverse product and service portfolio to simplify the way consumers live, shop and pay everyday.
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STRONGER · SMARTER · FASTER

Priority offers highly scalable and remarkably flexible payments technologies built to meet the 

complex needs of our growing network of Merchants, developers and integrated software vendors. 

We’ve simplified the decentralized Merchant acquiring landscape by offering a diverse portfolio of 

products and solutions that are exceptionally responsive to market needs - all available within a 

single, easy-to-access Merchant marketplace.

Our single source Merchant solutions and distribution partners deliver STRONGER core processing, 

SMARTER consumer engagement and FASTER funding options - all designed to deliver more 

effective, powerful, convenient and secure ways to manage and grow your business.

EM⋅POWER⋅ING 
SOLUTIONS 
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We’ve pushed beyond legacy technology by leveraging our agile technology infrastructure and

flexible payments core to pioneer a faster, more flexible way to deliver payment solutions to our customers. 

10

BEYOND
LEGACY
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In addition to physical security, strict logical considerations are in place to ensure 

access to classified data is limited to appropriate personnel. All software used in 

data processing is subjected to rigorous testing and code review before deployment.

Each Priority data center receives annual audits from external auditing firms for 

compliance with various legal and industry standards, as well as monthly audits 

from internal Priority staff. Access to each data center is limited to authorized 

personnel by enforcing two and three-factor authentication with all access 

videotaped and archived.

Network and security events are monitored in real-time at the Priority Integrated 

Operations Center by a staff specializing in systems and data protection. All 

Priority staff members must undergo a thorough background and credit review 

before employment, including ongoing monitoring when necessary and are 

subjected to random security inspections.

TOP-NOTCH SECURITY
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PRIORITY GROWTH 
Priority is one of the fastest-growing payments companies in the United States. With a Nilson rating that’s 

consistently climbing, we’re currently ranked the 16th-largest Merchant Acquirer in the U.S., we have proven ourselves 

to be a leader in the payments space.
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483 
EMPLOYEES

170 
THOUSAND

MERCHANTS
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BILLION

IN VOLUME

400 
MILLION

TRANSACTIONS



WORLD CLASS 
CUSTOMER SERVICE

The Priority sales and service teams are 

dedicated to the business and financial 

goals of our partners. Customer service 

is more than just a catch phrase, we 

strive to be the best in the industry. 

14
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YOUR SUCCESS 
IS OUR PRIORITY.

PUT OUR KNOWLEDGE 
TO WORK FOR YOU

HOLD TIMES ARE NOW 
A THING OF THE PAST

Our "4 Rings and Resolve" standard is 

the cornerstone of that commitment with 

a goal to answer every call within four 

rings by a representative qualified to 

assist with any request.

Priority was founded by an elite team of 

executives with deep industry experience. 

Every product or service we offer has 

been designed to respond to our clients’ 

preferences and requests. 

C
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MERCHANTS
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MERCHANTS
Priority provides the future of integrated payment solutions 

- delivering a custom built ecosystem and feature-rich 

product suite that our Merchants absolutely love to use. 

Our intuitive tools and robust products deliver more ways 

to pay, sell, invoice, track, build payment platforms, increase 

cash flow and provide the data needed to lift sales and 

drive loyalty.

Simply put, we give you the tools you need to grow. 

With Priority, our Merchants receive maximized business 

efficiency and optimized consumer engagement.

17
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Thousands of businesses are migrating each and every month from traditional payment processing 

vendors to Priority’s integrated core processing platform. The strength of our dynamic, custom-built 

payments ecosystem is that it streamlines work-flows and effectively manages all critical aspects of 

running a business from a single source. 

MX Merchant™ is one of the most powerful payments platforms available and is a payments 

ecosystem that goes far beyond a traditional gateway. It comes standard with your Merchant 

account and includes these robust features:

DASHBOARD
Get a better sense of your business with the 

MX Merchant dashboard. View daily payments 

in real-time or breakdown payments to see 

what’s most popular at your business over time. 

Keep track of your customers spending habits, 

profitable clients and find out how much your 

average customer spends. 

STRONGER 
CORE PROCESSING

VIRTUAL TERMINAL
Process credit card, cash and/or checks in one 

fast transaction. Customize payments by setting 

defaults which makes taking payments even 

quicker. Capture additional data such as tax 

amount, invoice number, customer name, 

customer number, and notes.
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Start accepting payments right 
away via cash, card or check.
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You can easily filter customers using 
the free form search box or dropdown 
arrow and quickly sort customers by 
clicking on any of the headers (Name, 
Type, Promos, Profile, City, State, 
Postal, Primary Contact, Customer # 
or Last Activity).
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Smart Merchants know an efficient back office is critical to success. MX Merchant™ handles 

back office functions with powerful, customized payments tools made to set your business apart 

from the rest - and all from a single, beautifully designed source. 

PAYMENTS & BATCHES
Eliminate the hassle of locating payments with 

search and filters to narrow down results and 

find exactly what you are looking for. Manage, 

sort and export your payment history at any time 

and all in one place. Custom auto-close gives 

you piece of mind that batches will close and 

funds will be deposited on time. 

CUSTOMERS
Easily manage the individuals and businesses 

you interact with through spending profiles, 

custom fields, addresses, contacts, account 

vaults, payment history and custom notes. 

REPORTING
Comprehensive transaction and financial reports 

provide clearer understanding of your business:

‧ Deposits 

‧ Settlement

‧ Chargebacks 

‧ Billing

‧ Monthly Merchant Statements

SETTINGS
Create defaults and set preferences for payments, 

customers, loss prevention, receipts, team 

members, notification and compliance. 



If you’re not a brick and mortar, don’t want to be stuck behind a register or need to be out and about 

while transacting, MX Merchant offers a mobile iOS app built to suit your on-the-go needs.

MX Express™ is an easy-to-use application that allows you to accept mobile card payments (with or 

without a card reader) with optional gratuity.

It’s free to download from the iOS App Store, fast to setup and just like MX Merchant comes 

complete with the comprehensive transactional data that helps give you a clearer understanding 

of your business. 
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PAYMENTS & BATCHES
Easily view both transactions and batch information. 

On the payments screen you can see the status of 

the payment, void/refund the transaction, adjust 

the tip amount, preview and resend a receipt. 

The batches screen provides a summary of the 

sale count and total, refund count and total, batch 

total and if it is opened or closed. From here 

you can also close an open batch and review 

your payments. 

TAKING PAYMENTS
Taking a payment in MX Express is easy. Just 

enter in the dollar amount, swipe or key the card 

information and once the payment is complete 

select how you want to deliver the receipt. 

TIPS
MX Express prompts the customer for tips and 

signature after every credit card transaction. 

Select from your default tip amounts or enter a 

custom tip. Enabling “convert tips” changes the 

display tip choices from percentages to dollar 

amounts for transactions under $10. 

SETTINGS
Make the app yours with the settings section. 

Customize your signature options, tip amounts 

and defaults, set up printers, card readers, 

change the font color, and set default 

presentment types.

TRANSACT ON-THE-GO
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MX Express gives you the 
freedom to print, e-mail or 
SMS text customer receipts. 
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BUILD THE   
PERFECT 
PAYMENTS 
PLATFORM. 

With MX Merchant™ Marketplace Apps you have the power to customize your platform to fit your 

specific business needs, simply by downloading and installing Priority’s feature-rich product apps. 
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Learn more by clicking an app icon. 
Here you’ll find more information, pricing 
and product screens.
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With MX Invoice™, invoicing your customers is now integrated and effortless. Simply customize 

your invoice framework with a logo, header message and return policy then select a customer, enter 

the line item detail and click send.

Sending invoices and receiving payments have never been easier. The option to accept credit card 

payments on a sent invoice makes collecting funds fast and hassle-free. Your customer is e-mailed 

a link to view their invoice and given the option to pay with their credit card. The payment is then 

automatically collected and your customer receives an e-mailed receipt at the time of payment.

HISTORY
Track the history on each invoice and any outstanding balances and as payments are received the 

status of the invoice adjusts automatically. 

REPORTS
Gain better insight into cash flow with the Receivable Forecast report. This report is easy-to-use 

and understand, giving you a breakdown of your estimated receivables and actual receivables by 

customer for the time period selected.

RECURRING
Spend less time trying to bill your customers by setting your billing on autopilot with the MX 

Invoice app. Some of the main features within recurring billing are: manage multiple subscription 

plans, send your customers automatic reminders, manage individual pricing, and receive 

notifications on failed charges.

INVOICING & RECURRING
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Easily customize your invoice  
information with a logo, header 
message, return policy, and more.
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MX Developer includes a 
complete online reference 
available at mxmerchant.com/docs.
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MX Developer™ is organized around the best architecture 

building style for cloud-based APIs, REST, and is designed 

to have resource-oriented, predictable and easy-to-use 

HTTP response codes to indicate API interaction. 

MX REST APIs are supported in two environments. Use 

the sandbox environment for testing purposes, then 

move to the live environment for production processing.

MX Merchant Checkout API v3 supports both basic 

authentication and OAuth 1.0a Authentication to help 

developers integrate with our APIs for accepting payments.

Basic authentication is the simplest way to make calls to 

APIs without access Tokens manually from client side 

over SSL and reduces implementation overhead time. 

OAuth Authentication is a more complex process, but is 

more secure.

BUILDING PAYMENT PLATFORMS

Add view and manage your existing 
keys from the application settings. 
API keys can be created and used as 
security to access the MX Merchant API.



MX Retail™ is a comprehensive solution for your retail business. Customize inventory or stock with our 

specialized management tools. MX Retail will not only handle your point-of-sales needs, it also handles the 

back office management and inventory needs from on-boarding to tracking and simple to complex inventory.

PRODUCTS
Keep all of your product information organized in one 

easy to use location. With our product screens you can 

add a product name, description, add a picture of the 

product, create your own tags, variants and options, 

organize your products even further with collections and 

manage suppliers for quick ordering. 

ORDERS
Keep track of your customers orders, making it easier for 

you to quickly locate the customers information and the 

status whether it is fulfilled, unfulfilled and paid or unpaid. 

DISCOUNTS
Manage your discounts in one simple view. Create a 

discount name, items that the discount can be applied 

to, choose between percentage or dollar amount, if 

you would like it to be automatically applied or manual, 

when the product is added to the cart and much more. 

Discounts can be tedious but with MX Retail they don’t 

have to be.

REPORTS
In reports you can view all of the taxes that you’ve 

collected through invoices, recurring contracts and 

orders. Profitability reports based on the cost and the 

sale price for each product as well as quantity sold. You 

can also find inventory on hand counts and updates 

down to the variant level.

30

PERSONALIZED INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
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Within the order detail you can select the 
customer's name and email, search for 
products from inventory or add custom 
items to the order and specify shipping 
costs if needed. 
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With MX Retail iOS, you have everything 
you need to power your payments, 
streamline checkout and effectively run 
your business.

AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORS

GRAY              WHITE                RED                 MINT 
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PERSONALIZED INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT ON-THE-GO

M
O

BILE RETA
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With MX Retail™ iOS you can manage product and variants, customers, collections, discounts, previous orders and 

settings and scan items and receipts directly - all from the convenience of an iPad.

COLLECTIONS
Group your products together into categories (known as 

collections) to make them easier to manage and easier for 

you to locate at time of checkout. Not only can you group 

your products but you can also add images that help 

represent the category and set up discounts specific to a 

collection that can be automatically applied at time of 

checkout. Examples of collections that you might create 

include: apparel specific to men, women or children, sizes, 

colors, or items on sale.

SETTINGS
In the product settings you have the ability to automatically 

insert/create SKUs for each of your products, add and 

manage the tags you can associate with your inventory and 

create custom fields to collect additional product data. 

NEED A POINT-OF-SALE SETUP?
This is the POS system your shop deserves! With MX 

Retail iOS and the Heckler Design WindFall Box Set, you’ll 

have the software you need plus a beautiful assembly of 

cash drawer components designed to work and look great 

in your shop. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COUNTER
Want accessories? Easily customize your counter by 

adding an optional receipt printer, bar code scanner or 

contactless chip reader.
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Save money on interchange using the B2B 
app. It automatically fills in missing data to 
ensure proper interchange. 
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Did you know that purchasing and corporate cards can 

accept additional transaction data which can lower the 

interchange qualification?

MX B2B™ ensures that purchasing and corporate card 

payment data is passed correctly in order to qualify at an 

optimal Level 2 and Level 3* interchange rates without 

any additional entry fields.

When the B2B app is enabled, we check that the additional 

Level 2 and Level 3 transaction data needed for those 

payments is present and accurate in order to receive the 

best possible rate.

*Level 3, TSYS only. 

Learn more about MX B2B by clicking the 
app icon. Here you’ll find more detailed 
information and pricing. 

PURCHASING & CORPORATE 
CARD PAYMENT DATA / LEVEL II, III 
& LARGE TICKET



The ControlScan PCI 1-2-3 Marketplace App provides business owners and 

franchisees with the leading tools and support necessary to analyze, remediate 

and validate PCI compliance at an affordable rate.

ControlScan delivers innovative risk, security and compliance solutions to 

businesses of all types so that they can reduce risk and maintain a competitive 

advantage in an increasingly threatening business environment.

PCI 1-2-3 offers simplified SAQ experience, integrated ASV scanning and 

access to best-of-breed security solutions. Customers also receive direct 

access to one-on-one consultations and unlimited support from knowledgeable 

representatives, highly trained in security and compliance.

36

AFFORDABLE COMPLIANCE
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With ControlScan, you can easily see if 
a customer’s status is non-compliant. 
In one quick view you’ll also see the 
expiration date and history.

CO
M
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Taking an ACH payment is easy with 
ACH.COM. Set your defaults to make 
taking ACH payments even faster.
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INTEGRATED ACH PAYMENTS
Why stop at credit cards? Cut out the middleman and collect even more with our integrated ACH 

processing platform. ACH.COM gives you the most cost efficient electronic transactions for your 

business and allows you to easily streamline your accounting operations.

EXPERTISE & PROVEN SUCCESS
ACH.COM has multiple AAPs (Accredited ACH Professionals) on staff dedicated 

to providing you with an unsurpassed level of commitment and excellence in 

ACH payment expertise and knowledge.

RELIABLE & REAL TIME REPORTING
ACH.COM offers you the most advanced online reporting capabilities, all in real 

time. We help you measure results with myriad checks and balances for all 

transactions and reports for analysis.

TIER 1 PROCESSOR WITH FED TERMINAL ONSITE
ACH.COM is one of the few processors in the nation entrusted with a Fed 

Terminal onsite. This gives you earlier responses for return information and 

exception handling with the latest possible cut-off times.
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H
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You now have access to a growing data base of over 95 billion transactions, from nearly 2 billion card 

holders in order to distill big data into actionable insights about your customers and local competitors. 

The MX Insights™ central dashboard provides intelligence on your competition and knowledge about 

your customer demographic, including key data to help you lift sales and drive loyalty.

MEASURE 
Understand how your business is 

performing using customer spend by 

time of day, average spend and 

demographic segment.

GET SOCIAL 
With the enhanced version of MX Insights you can easily spot trends and track 

social activity related to specific topics or events simply by viewing the social dashboard. 

SMARTER
ANALYTICS TO OUTWIT 
YOUR COMPETITION

IDENTIFY
Identify your customer segments, 

how they spend with competitors 

and how much of their wallet-share 

you’re seeing.

COMPETE
Benchmark your company against up 

to 10 similar businesses in your area 

and out-pace your competition.
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Easily discover your customers 
demographics by age, education, 
gender, income and if children are 
present in the home.

MX Insights is also available in the 
MX Merchant Marketplace App Store.
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Unprecedented growth in patient responsibility and poor patient estimation tools have created a 

collections epidemic for providers. MX Medical™ takes the pain out of patient payments with tools to 

better educate and communicate with patients and facilitate easy-to-implement payment options. MX 

Medical provides patients with a clear estimation of their responsibility at the time of care and delivers 

simple payment options that helps medical practices collect more and avoid costly receivables. 

INTEGRATED STATEMENT 
& PAYMENT OPTIONS
· Online payment management tools for healthcare

· Integrated paper & online statements

· Increased options for patient payment

HEALTHCARE POS
· Increase in-office payment options

· Works as a gateway for integrated Merchant services

· Create payment plans, ACH, credit, debit, financial

  assistance or financing

COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION 
& PAYMENT MANAGEMENT
· Provide upfront patient education about costs 

  estimation and transparency

· Integrated patient/payer reconciliation for 

  automated payment management

· Patient portal & communication suite

TRANSPARENT PATIENT RESPONSIBILITY 
+ FLEXIBLE PAYMENT OPTIONS 
= INCREASED POINT-OF-CARE REVENUE 
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The patient portal provides integrated 
patient/payer reconciliation for 
automated payment management, 
which provides upfront patient  
education and increases payments.
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The MX Storefront dashboard gives you the ability to add, 
change or edit pages, images, text and product profiles. 
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Quickly establish your business online with a customized, eCommerce enabled 

web presence. With MX Storefront™ you’ll be connecting with your customers 

and help new consumers find you with ease.

ECOMMERCE 
Accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover 

the minute you launch. Advanced eCommerce features 

include supporting categories, subcategories and multiple 

images per product.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
You can easily manage your color settings, customize any 

text and choose from more than 100 fonts. You can also 

export your subscriber lists with ease.

SWITCH, SAVE AND UPGRADE
Already have a website? MX Storefront makes it 

simple to transfer your existing website and save on 

your monthly cost while upgrading to our modern 

templates that are optimized for mobile consumers.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Optimize your brand presence by connecting your social 

medial accounts with a robust, real-time dashboard that 

enables you to post and monitor social media activity on 

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

CREATE YOUR ONLINE SPACE 
QUICKLY
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At the office, relaxing at home, or on the go, e|tab makes placing orders a breeze! Using any 

web-enabled device, customers can simply call up your establishment’s online ordering site, browse 

the menu, make their selections and pay for their orders. In-store kiosks allow them to skip the line, 

place their orders and pay in seconds. Yes, it’s that easy!

HAVE IT YOUR WAY
It’s always great to have options, right? With e|tab, 

you have a variety of ways to receive orders once 

they have been placed by your customers, allowing 

you to choose the method (or methods) that best 

suits your existing work-flow. Choose from 

tablet-based order management, web-connected 

printing, e-mail notifications or text alerts, or  

mix-and-match to suit your preference.

GET PAID LIKE CLOCKWORK
With e|tab, it couldn’t be easier. Once a customer 

submits an order, it is immediately paid for - 

collecting is a guarantee. The payment is then 

booked for deposit and the funds are transferred 

to your account the next business day.

LOVE THINGS FAST
When questioned about online ordering and 

why they use it, 73% of consumers surveyed 

said they liked using technology to order food 

because they like placing orders quickly.

DON’T LIKE TO WAIT
More than half of the consumers surveyed also 

stated that they chose to use online ordering 

options from their favorite restaurants because 

they wanted to avoid waiting in line.

TAKE ORDERS FROM ANYWHERE
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Optional add-on: text notification 
services for unlimited inbound texts.

H
O

SPITA
LITY
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FUNDING
OPTIONS 

FASTER
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INCREASE CASH FLOW
AMEX MERCHANT FINANCING
As an American Express Merchant Financing partner, 

Priority offers a unique approach to small business lending. 

Available exclusively to American Express® card-accepting 

businesses, it’s a simple way to increase cash flow - all on 

terms that are simple and easy to understand.

PRIORITY FUNDING PLACEMENT DESK
Utilizing various funding partners, Priority seamlessly provides 

you with a high-quality alternative to traditional bank financing 

- all at a competitive cost factor.



DEVELOPERS
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DEVELOPERS
Priority understands the value of integrated payments and 

provides developers and integrated software vendors with 

a secure, feature-rich suite of APIs that work to enhance 

your existing products. Our intuitive technology makes MX 

Merchant and MX ISO/AGENT a one-stop, unbeatable 

payments, boarding and reporting API solution.

51
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FEATURE-RICH

POWERFUL

TECHNOLOGY

APIS THAT ENHANCE EXISTING PRODUCTS

API SOLUTIONS THAT WORK FOR ANY BUSINESS TYPE

THAT DELIVERS CONVENIENT FEATURES & VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
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Priority offers a dynamic suite of feature-packed API solutions that add secure, 

reliable payment processing as well as Merchant boarding and reporting to your 

business applications.

We care deeply about the success of your business. In that, our developer-friendly 

APIs and documentation deliver everything you need to focus on building great 

products. Need more? No worries, all of our API solutions include the support of 

our talented tech team.

BUILT BY 
DEVELOPERS
FOR 
DEVELOPERS
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MX MERCHANT™
CORE PROCESSING PAYMENT API
MX Merchant’s checkout API is designed to give every 

developer an opportunity to leverage a professional 

platform for processing payments. Our comprehensive 

API can work with your POS system, including mobile 

payment apps.

BENEFITS:
• Store credit cards/bank account information in 

  our secure account vault for faster future payments

• Settle batches at times most convenient to you 

• Direct access to receipts and reports without a UI

MX ISO/AGENT™, 
MERCHANT BOARDING 
& REPORTING API
MX ISO/Agent provides developers and integrated 

software vendors with intuitive API technology, convenient 

boarding and reporting features and value added business 

services that make MX ISO/Agent the most effective way to 

manage your Merchants. 

BENEFITS:
• Use boarding with invite code to simplify the process for   

  your Merchants by pre-filling fields such as rates and    

  fees, card types and agent information

• Reduce the burden on your operations team by 

  removing duplicated processes

• Easily upload attachments 

MONETIZING 
PAYMENTS REQUIRES 
MARKETPLACE MUSCLE
ANYONE CAN DO PAYMENTS, BUT MONETIZING A NETWORK IS VALUE.
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MX API TECHNOLOGY
Organized around REST, our MX API is specifically designed to have resource-oriented, predictable 

and easy-to-use HTTP response codes to indicate API interaction.

Merchant

Process payments of all major credit 
card brands, process ACH transactions 
and receive chargeback notifications via 
callback URL.

Choose from two methods: full 
boarding or boarding with an invite 
code. Submit applications in draft or 
received status and pull notes and 
reports on merchant activity.

ISO/Agent
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PRIORITY

YOUR PAYMENTS KNOWLEDGE CENTER
We understand that on-going training and sales support helps to create 

continued value.

Priority University was designed to deliver you with easy-to-access, detailed 

product information, training and industry insights that effectively showcase our 

vast range of products, solutions and overall payment capabilities.

The best part? Our enriched content and sales materials are updated in  

real-time so that you always have access to the most current information.

TRAINING
Missed one of our live webinars? 

Not to worry! Here you’ll have access 

to all of our product demos and 

training sessions available 24/7.

MARKETING
Need marketing support? Here you’ll 

have access to a complete set of 

marketing resources for each of our 

diverse products. 

PRIORITYPAYMENTSYSTEMS.COM/PRIORITY-UNIVERSITY

ANSWERS
Want to see what’s new in the 

industry? Here you’ll find white 

papers from industry leaders 

including Apple®, MasterCard®, 

ControlScan® and more!
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Priority University gives you access 
to sales materials, videos, FAQ’s, setup 
instructions and much more!
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The information provided herein is owned by Priority Payment Systems LLC ("Priority") or its affiliates referenced 

herein, and intended solely for use by the designated recipient for its internal business purposes only. These 

materials cannot be distributed or shared outside of your organization with any third party, without Priority 

Payment Systems LLC prior review and approval.

TRADEMARK NOTIFICATIONS

“MX”, “MX Merchant”, “MX Express”, “MX Invoice”, “MX Retail” “MX Developer”, “MX B2B”, “MX Insights”, “MX 

Medical”, “MX Storefront”, “MX ISO/Agent” and affiliated Priority “MX” are trademarks and/or service marks of 

Priority Payment Systems LLC, which disclaims any affiliation, sponsorship or endorsement of any kind with any 

other entity using MX or any variation thereof in connection with bank card, credit card, or transaction technology, 

processing services and merchant services. “ControlScan”, “e|tab”, “GoGiftGo”, “ACH.COM” and “AMEX 

Merchant Financing” are trademarks and/or service marks of their respective owners.
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